ENERGY STAR® Residential Product illustrations

The following displays illustrations of the many different window, door, and skylight product types that are eligible for ENERGY STAR qualification.

ENERGY STAR is a program ONLY for residential products.

To find out more information about the ENERGY STAR Residential Windows, Doors, and Skylights program for consumers, please visit:

www.energystar.gov/windows
Fixed Windows

4-Sided (FIXD)  Half Round (FXHR)

Multiple Geometric Shape (FIGS)  Elliptical (FXEL)
Casement Windows

Double Vent (CSDV)  Single Vent (CSSV)

Vent / Fixed (CSOX)  Top-Hinged (CSTH)
Vertical Slider Windows

Double Hung (VSDH)  Single Hung (VSSH)
Horiztonal Slider Windows

Operable / Fixed (HSOX)  Operable / Operable (HSXX)
Doors

Swinging Single Leaf Entry Door (EDSL)

Double / French-Style Door (DDFR)
Door Glazing Levels for ENERGY STAR

- Opaque (No glass)
- ¼ and ½ Lites (Classified as ≤ ½ lite)
- ¾ and Full Lites (Classified as > ½ lite)
Doors

Door Transom (FXTR)

Sidelite (FXSL)

Sliding Glass Door (DDSG)
Skylights / TDD’s

- Domed Skylight (SKDM)
- Operable Skylight (SKOP)
- Fixed Skylight (SKFX)
- Hybrid Tubular (HTDD) and Tubular (TDDY)
Pivoted Windows

Horizontal (PVHR)  Vertical (PVVT)
Other Window Types

Dual Action / Tilt-n-Turn (DATT)

Greenhouse / Garden Window (GWGH)
Other Window Types

Bay Window (OTBA)

Bow Window (OTBO)
Configuration Unknown

NFRC uses specific codes to represent the characteristics of a product listed in the NFRC Certified Products Directory. Some examples are:

- A double hung window is represented by VSDH for Vertical Slider Double Hung
- A product with blue tinted glass is represented by BL for BLue.

In some cases, no code may be available for the characteristic; therefore, NFRC authorizes the use of Configuration Unknown in those circumstances.